BID EVALUATION REPORT

Sealed Tenders for the following works were invited through the press/website from Bank’s pre-qualified/ reputable firms having relevant work experience for execution of subject works, as per PPRA rules.

Tenders were received and opened on the due date August 03, 2012 at 12.00 hours in the Office of the Deputy Chief Engineer in presence of tender opening committee and contractors or their agents.

The tenders were got checked through the Consultant M/s Interdesign who have checked the tenders and submitted bid evaluation report. Following is the comparative statement of the bids.

1. **Renovation work of Executive Lift Lobby of NBP Head Office Building Karachi**

   1. **M/s Al-Tariq Construction (Pvt.) Ltd.**             Rs.8,494,375/-
   2. **M/s Shaheen Construction Co.**                      Rs.9,445,398/-
   3. **M/s Khan Traders**                                 Rs.9,805,032/-

   M/s Al-Tariq Construction (Pvt.) Ltd. are lowest bidder at Rs.8,494,375/- The quantities and rates have been checked and found reasonable.

2. **Renovation work of NBP Auditorium at NBP Head Office Building Karachi**

   1. **M/s Shaheen Construction Co.**                     Rs.10,467,549/-
   2. **M/s Al-Tariq Construction (Pvt.) Ltd**             Rs.11,195,370/-
   3. **M/s Khan Traders**                                 Rs.11,791,023/-

   M/s Shaheen Construction Co. are lowest bidder at Rs.10,467,549/- The quantities and rates have been checked and found reasonable.